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1. Introduction. A ring of endomorphisms of a module plays a
very important role in many parts of mathematics the property of a
ring itself is also clarified when we consider it as a ring of endomor-
phisms of a module. As a generalization of this idea, we can consider
a set of homomorphisms of a module to another module which is closed
under the addition and subtraction defined naturally but has no more a
structure of a ring since we can not define the product. However, sup-
pose that we have an additive group M consisting of homomorphisms of
a module A to a module B and that we have also an additive group N
consisting of homomorphisms of B to A. In this case we can define the
product of three elements /i , g and /2 where /i and /2 are elements of
M and g is an element of N. If this product fιgf2 is also an element
of M for every /i, g and /2, we say that M is closed under the mul-
tiplication using N between. Similarly we can define that N is closed
under the multiplication using M between. Take /i , /2 and /3 in M and
gl and gz in N in the above case. Then we have
When we define this situation abstractly, we can get a new algebraic
system.
DEFINITION. Let M be an additive group whose elements are denoted
by a, by c, ••-, and Γ another additive group whose elements are γ, β, a, ••-.
Suppose that ajb is defined to be an element of M and that γ#/3 is de-
fined to be an element of Γ for every a, b, 7 and β. If the products
satisfy the following three conditions :
ι + 72) £ =
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2)
3) if <zγδ = 0 for any a and b in M, then 7 = 0,
then M is called a Γ-ring
The purpose of this note is to determine the structure of Γ-rings under
the following conditions which are called semi-simple and simple accord-
ing to the usual ring theory.
DEFINITION. Let M be a Γ-ring as above. If for any non-zero ele-
ment a of M there exists such an element 7 (depending on a) in Γ that
#70 φO, we say that M is semi-simple. If for any non-zero elements a
and b of M there exists 7 (depending on a and b) in Γ such that aγb φ 0,
we say that M is simple.
The main result obtained in this note is that a simple Γ-ring which
satisfies the chain condition for left and right ideals (defined in §3) is
the set D
nm
 of all rectangular matrices of type n x m over some division
ring D and Γ is D
m n
 of type m x n. The product ajb is the same as the
usual matrix product of elements a, 7 and b of D
nmy Dmn and Dntn.
This is a generalization of the theorem of Wedderburn on simple rings.
Subsequently, a semi-simple Γ-ring satisfying the chain condition for
left and right ideals will be shown to be a direct sum of simple Fi-
rings, where F = Γ1 + F2H ----- hF w (direct).
2. Examples. Suppose we have a right 7?-module M with an operator
ring R. Take a submodule Γ of Hom^ (M, R). Then M is a Γ-ring as
follows : If a and b are elements of M and if 7 is an element of Γ,
then we define
ajb = tf
where j(b) is an image of b by 7 and is an element of R. It is easy
to verify that
(ajb)βc = (α 7(δ)) £(c) = a(γ(b)β(c)) = a
We also define that
ηfbβ = /3 7(δ)/ (β operating first) ,
where rγ(b)l means the left multiplication of 7(6). Then
(ajb)βc = a(γ(b)β(c)) = a(
The conditions 1) and 3) hold naturally and M is a Γ-ring. But it will
be shown in §3 that every Γ-ring is given in this way.
To illustrate further this new algebraic system, we introduce the
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definition and examples of cubic rings.
DEFINITION. We call that M is a cubic ring when we can define the
product of three elements of M which is an additive group such that it
satisfies
(a^ + a^bc = aj)c+a2bc ,
4) a (#! + b2) c = ab^c -h ab2c ,
ab(c
λ
 + cϊ) = abc^ + abc,,,
5) ab(cde) = (abc)de ,
6) if abc = 0 for all a and c, then 6 = 0.
If we take the product in a cubic ring M as the product of two elements
of M using one element of Γ = M between, then conditions 1) and 3) for
a Γ-ring are satisfied. Also the first part of 2) is satisfied. Hence, in
order that Mis a Γ-ring, we must be able to define the product Γ x M x Γ
such that the latter part of 2) holds. In the following examples, we can
find it easily.
EXAMPLE 1. Let V
n
(F) be a vector space of dim n over a field F.
If ay b and c are vectors in it, we define abc = (a b)c, where (a b) is the
inner product of a and b. It is easy to see that VH(F) is a cubic ring.
Now we define (bcd)'=b(c d). Then ab(cde) = (a b)(c d)e=a(bcd)'e, i.e.,
VH(F) is a Γ-ring with Γ=VH(F).
EXAMPLE 2. Let D
nm
 be the set of all rectangular matrices of type
n x m over a division ring D. If a, b and c are elements in it, we define
abc = abtcj where b* is the transpose of a matrix b and the above product
is well-defined. Then D
nm
 is clearly a cubic ring. Now we define
(bcd)'=dc*b. Then ab(cde) = abtcdte=a(bcdjej i.e., Dnm is a Γ-ring with
EXAMPLE 3. Let 7 be the set of all purely imaginary complex num-
bers. Then it is a cubic ring with the usual multiplication. Also it is
a Γ-ring with Γ = 7. However, even with the same 7, we can define
another cubic ring. For example, if a, b and c are elements in 7, we
define the product of a, b and c as abc where b is the conjugate of b,
i.e., —b. This product also satisfies 4), 5) and 6) of the definition of
cubic rings. In this case, we put (bed)' =— bed.
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3. The operator rings and ideals. Let M be a Γ-ring. Consider the
additive group generated by pairs (γ, a), where 7 6 Γ and a G M with
defining relations (7ι + 72> <*)=(7ι, 0) + (72> 0) and (7, 0ι + 02) = (7> «ι) + (7» #2)
We define the multiplication of the elements of this additive group such
that
(7, a)(β,'b) = (7, aβb) .
Using the condition 2), we can verify that
((7, a)(β, b))(a, c) = (7, α)((A b)(a, c}) .
Thus we get a ring which we denote by F. Now we can see that Fis
a right operator ring of M by the following definition :
0(7, b) = ajb ,
for, we have
(0(7, δ))(/9, c) = (a7b)βc = a7(bβc) = 0(7, bβc) = 0((% b)(β, c)) .
The set of all elements of F that annihilate M forms an ideal which
we denote by A, and we denote F/Λ by R and call it the right operator
ring of M. We use 70 for an element of R which is gained from (7, 0).
Thus ayb=a(rγb). Then, take an element 7 of Γ. It induces an R-
homomorphisms of M to R such that 7(0)^70. The condition 3) implies
that Γ induces the zero homomorphism if and only if 7=0. Thus Γ is
considered to be a subset of the total set of ^-homomorphisms of M to
R; Γc2Hom
κ
(M,R).
Similary we can define the left operator ring L of M. We start with
(0,7) and define the product such that (0, 7) (6, β)= (aγb, β). Also we
define the left operation such that (0, j}b=ajby and so on. 07 is an ele-
ment of L given from (0, 7) and a<γb=(aγ)b. And we can say that
ΓcuHom^M, L).
DEFINITION. J?-submodules of M are called right ideals of M, and
L-submodules of M are left ideals.
A right ideal t is nothing but a submodule of Msuch that ΐΓMczt.
A left ideal ϊ is a submodule of M such that MΠczI.
4. Peirce decomposition in semi-simple Γ-rings. Assume that Mis
semi-simple, and let r be a minimal right ideal. Then by semi-simplicity
there exists an element 8 in Γ such that 0£0ΦO for a non-zero element
0 in r. Then Oφ0θrcιr and hence τ = asτ, for r is minimal. Therefore
with some element e of t. Then e^eεe, since from a=aβe=(aβe)βe
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we have as(e — e£e) = Q which means e — e£e=Qy for a set {c\aSc=Q> c€ t}
is a right ideal contained in a minimal ideal r and is {0}. Since 0 G X ,
eRcι.τy i.e., eR=x. sM being a right ideal of #, eβM is a right ideal of
M contained in r, and hence 0<sM=r. Thus we get
Lemma 1. // M is semi-simple and τ is a minimal right ideal, then
τ = eR=eβM with e£τ and £eΓ, where eβe=e.
Now we use the idea of Peirce decomposition of the ring theory.
Suppose that we have a right ideal τ = eβM such that eβe=e. Then
M = eeM+Mi (direct) ,
where M1 = {b\eεb=Q}9 since any element a of M is written
a =
and ee(a — eeά) = Q. M
x
 is clearly a right ideal of M. Now we can get
a decomposition theorem.
Theorem 1. // M /s semi-simple and satisfies the minimum condition
for right ideals, then
M = eJl+eJlΛ ----- h#J? (direct) ,
where e{R are minimal right ideals and βί/?=el 6l M, and eisiei = ei and
^Q if ίΦ/.
Proof. Suppose that we have
M = e&M-l ----- ^ ek.1βk-lM+Mk.1 (direct)
such that e^M are minimal right ideals and
if i = j ,
.- . , .if i φ j ,
and that ^6,^=0 if aeM^ for i = l, 2, •-, fe — 1. This is true for 6=
as above. Apply the above discussion on M^, and we get
M !^ - ekβ'kM+Mk (direct)
as in the above. Here eiδiek=0 if ί<&, but we can not say that
So, we change s'k suitably. Put
Then we can see that ekskek=ek and ekβkei = 0. Thus we have a decomposi-
tion for k. Since M satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals, we
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can get the decomposition in Theorem 1.
Similarly we can get
Theorem 1'. // M is semi-simple and satisfies the minimum condi-
tion for left ideals, then
M = Ld1 + Ld2+~ + Ldm (direct} ,
where Ldi are minimal left ideals and Ldi=Mδidi, and di8idi = di and
dfrd< = Q if iφj.
5. Simple Γ-rings. Assume M is simple and satisfies the minimum
condition for right and left ideals in this section. First we want to show
that e{R and e}R are isomorphic as ^-modules. M being simple, we can
find an element 7 in Γ such that ^-γ^φO. Then 0, 7r^=r f where r, and
Xj are e^R and βjR. By a correspondence :
we have a one-one mapping of τj onto r f . If #ΦO, ^γjtrφO, because
{c|^7C=0, cer,} is a right ideal contained in ry and is {0} as τy is
minimal. This mapping is "onto" because x, is minimal. Since x(βc) = xβc
corresponds to ei
f
γ(xβc) = (eijx)(βc)y this mapping is an 7?-homomorphism,
i.e., an J?-isomorphism. Similarly Ld£ ^  Ldj (L-isomorphic). Next, we
want to show that all L-endomorphisms of M are given by the right
multiplication of R. Let φ be an L-endomorphism of M and put
Since di = diδidi, ui = diδiui. Therefore, ui = di(Σί8jd^ju^) where
is an element of R. On the other hand, by the definition of the right
operator ring, R is considered to be the set of all L-endomorphisms of
M. Then the ring theory shows us that the latter ring is a matrix ring
D
m
 over a division ring D, where D
m
 is D
mm
. Matrix units E
rs
 of D
m
map d
r
 to d
s
 and dt to 0 if tφr.
Now we can determine M with respect to R which is identified with
D
m
 as above. Since minimal right ideals of D
m
 are E
rr
D
my eiDm ( = e{R
in Theorem 2} = eiE
rr
D
m
 with some r. Then put efErs = eis. We get et s
(ί = l, 2, •••, n\ 5=1, 2, •••, m) such that
0 s φ r .
Thus we can say that M=Σ^,*A i e > e*f, are matrix units of Dnm and
M is (isomorphic to) D
nm
 as a right D
w
-module.
Next we must determine Γ. An element 7 of Γ is considered to
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induce a mapping from M to R as in § 3, and Γ is considered to be a
subset of the set of all j?-homomorphisms of M=D
nm
 to R=D
m
. On
the other hand, D^-homomorphisms of D
nm
 to D
m
 are induced by the
left multiplications of elements of D
m n
. In fact, suppose φ is a D
m
-
homomorphism of D
nm
 to D
m
 such that
with TpQ(i, s) in D. Multiply ES9, and we can see Tpq(iy s) = 0 if qφ s.
Multiply ES)t, and we can see Tp>s(i, s)=Tptt(i, t). Putting Tp>s(i,s) =
Tp(i\ we have
where e'pi are matrix units of Dmn such that
•>--{?" £';;:
Hence φ is induced by the left multiplication of an element A=^epjTp(j)
of D
m n
. Identifying γ which induces φ and A which corresponds to φ,
we can say that ΓczD
m M. What we want to show is that Γ = Dmn. But
Γ is a two sided D
m
 — D
n
 module and must be identical with D
mn
.
Summarizing all the dicussions, we get the main theorem.
Theorem 2. // M is a simple Γ-ring satisfying the minimum con-
dition for left and right ideals, then M is D
nm
 and Γ is D
mn
. The
product ajb is the usual matrix product of three elements ay γ and b of
D
n
,
m
> D
m
,
n
 and D
nm
.
6. Semi-simple Γ-ringrs. Let M be a semi-simple Γ-ring which satis-
fies the minimum condition for left and right ideals in this section.
Arranging suitably, we can see that M is expressed as follows:
M= Ldί1^-
where d^ are some dk of Theorem I
7
. Moreover we take the order such
that in the above Ld\»s*Ldp (L-isomorphic) and Ld^^Ld^ if jφj'.
Then, R is, as the right multiplication ring of the L-module M, equal
to a direct ring sum 2 ^α) > where D^ are matrix rings over division
rings D& of type m(j}xm(j}. Furthermore D%1» operate on Lap as
usual and are zero on Ld\^ if jφj'. On the other hand, we have in
Theorem 1
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M = e^R+eJZ^ ----- \-e
n
R.
e{R being minimal, egR=esD^ with some j. Rearranging the order
suitably, we have
where e^R=e^D^ and e^ are some ek. Hence « = Σ«(/) With they
same discussion as in §5, we can say that
i.e.,
M _ nα) j^ΛlCD.WKl) "I
where D^^cn are matrix rings over division rings Z)cy) of type n ( j ) x m ( j ) .
Naturally D^ operate on D^tm^ as usual and are zero on D^j/^m^^ if
j Φj'. Γ is then a set of ί?-homomorphisms of M to J? and is contained
in Σ^mcj) fn<j) Here the product of elements of D^o^u) and of D%'j/)tm<j/>j
is performed as usual if /=/' and is 0 if jφj'. On the other hand, the
condition of semi-simplicity means that for any non-zero element a of
Dnl}y m(j) there exists 7 in Γ such that #7<zφO. Now we want to show
that each Z>$>,mcj> is a simple Γy-ring. Let V and F be left D&-
modules of dim n(j) and of dim m(j\ Dίί]^
m
^ and D^%n^ are con-
sidered to be the sets of all Dcy)-homomorphisms of V to V and of V
to V. When we notice that D^'j/)^/) induce zero mapping on V if ^φ/,
we can say that elements of Γ induce mappings of V to V. In this case we
can show that XΓ= V for any subspace X of dim 1 of V. For, suppose
that XΓξ^V. Then we can find an element a in D^j)>TO(j) such that
Va=X and (XT) 0=0. Then a<γa=Q for every γ in Γ, which is a con-
tradiction. Now this fact implies the existance of γ such that #76 φO
for any non-zero a and by for we can take a subspace of Viz as X and
take 7 such that (J?7)6φO. Thus we can conclude that Γ = Σ##cj> f»o>
Now put Γ, = Z^Vnσ>
Theorem 3. // M is a semi-simple Γ-ring satisfying the minimum
condition for left and right ideals, then M is a direct sum of simple
Firings where Γ = I\H hΓ^ (direct):
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M = Mj-f-M-H \-Mg (direct),
where M, are simple Firings and M/ΓM^O if iφj, and M, Γ, M, ==0 if
y.
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